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1.
The past 20 years has witnessed an extraordinary growth of interest in the

phenomena and problems of pluralism and plural societies. For the most part
this ferment has occurred within the United States and has dealt with Questions
that concern national developments, including the key issues of race and
ethnicity which beset American society during and since the second half of the
1960s.
Various developments have complemented these national concerns.
The early 1960s witnessed the birth of more new ex-colonial states than ever
before. High hopes were held for most of them, perhaps ritually, at their inceptions; but by 1970, so many had come to grief in one way or another that
only diplomats or Panglossians could pretend to optimism about the rest.
Theories of modernization and nation building, and of economic and cultural
development, which had dominated American social science discussions of
Third World situations during the 1950s and 1960s had by then lost credibility
in light of these developments and the criticisms of Third World and other
social scientists (Gouldner 19iO; Frank 1969; Rodney 1974; Amin 1973, 1976).
Much of this criticism was regarded as radical or even "Marxist" by academics
identified with the new world order and imperial hegemony. In any event, the
1970s witnessed the increased instability of these ne\v ex-colonial "nationstates," the end of the Western economic boom fueled by the American- Vietnam \Var, and the end of the Parsonian reign in Western sociology, at least in
part because it had signally failed to anticipate or to respond adequately to
political and economic developments of great importance \vithin America.
\\'ithin the Western community, and in the \\forld at large (Gouldner 1970).
Parts of 125 American cities \\'ere destroyed by fire and riot during the
latter half of the 1960s (Holt 1980:20), almost all as a result of action by black
Americans frustrated bv their racial exclusion from white American societv.
These outbursts of bla~k protest touched off national ""aves of demands bV
other minorities, including white ethnic groups of "foreign stock." for relie"f
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from their disadvantages and deprivations. The federal government responded
to these pressures and protests with programs of affirmative action and projects to encourage studies of ethnic heritage, which were themselves criticized
equally by white conservatives and Black Panthers (van den Berghe 1978:
xxvii-xxix; Banton 1982; Yinger 1975; f\.1akieiski 1976). In the context~ a
number of white ethnic groups claimed federal attention on much the same
grounds as black spokesmen had previously done for their people (Glazer and
Veda 1980).
Ethniciry, the ne\v white Hin" word, came first to counterbalance and
then to subsume race, with the result that it became the focus of study for
social scientists, particularly for its American manifestations and relevance
(Glazer and Moynihan 1975:1-24; Thernstrom, Orlove, and Handlin 1980:
v-vii, 343-344). Race and race differences having been subsumed under
ethnicity, the perennial problems of minorities in U.S. society, both analytic
and practical, at last seemed open to comprehensive attack on uniform
grounds, insofar as all \"ere equally "ethnic." Understandably, to include
everyone and everything under this label, the defining criteria had to be relaxed, as may be seen in the recent Harvard Encyclopedia of American Ethnic
Groups (Thernstrom et al. 1980:vi; M. G. Smith 1982). However, since Glazer
and Moynihan (1963) published their path-breaking study of Negroes, Puerto
Ricans, Jews, Italians, and Irish in New York City, ethnicity and "ethnic
groups" have together held disproportionate shares of the attention normally
devoted to problems of minorities (Wirth 1945) and race relations (Park 1950;
Frazer 1957) in American social science. Indeed, one rarely hears these days of
"minorities"; and the study of race relations, which hovered on the brink of
revival in the late 1960s (e.g., Hoetink 196i; Banton 1967; van den Berghe
1967, 1970), must now seem like a lost cause.
During this period various sociological perspectives developed from
l\1arxism were put fOfviard in France, America, and Britain to fill the yawning
gap created by the evaporation of Parsonian structural-functionalism.
However, Marxist and other materialist theories find ethnic and racial conceptions and sociologies misleading and regressive, since they divert attention
from the underlying economic "determinants" of social and cultural structures (Cox 1948. 1971; Lecourt 1980; Pierre-Charles 1980; Rozet and Bartra
1980; Hall 1980). Accordingly, t\1arxist theory seeks to reduce or translate
analyses of race and ethnic relations into Marxist universals of class, class interests, and class conflict (Cox 1948; Frank 1969; Hall 1977; Bartra 1977).
Ho\vcver, t\larxists are by no means the only proponents of class analysis,
though by and large they tend to be more consistent in their terminology and
criteria than others \\'ho use the term. In some cases, bourgeois notions of
social class are used to subsume and elucidate both racism and ethnicity, while
in others the concept of social stratification is preferred for these ends.
Another significant perspective that emerged in the late 19605 and 1970s
affirmed that the subordinate racial/ethnic "minorities" of the United
Kinedom, the United States. or South ,~frica illustrate the sinlilar structures of
Hinternal colonialism" of these reginles (Blauner 1969; f\tarquard 1957;
He~tlter 1974, 1975; \Volpe 1972), as in much of latin Americ~". (Gonzalez-
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Casanova 1965; Stavenhagcn 19M), in Ian Smith's Rhodesia (O'Calla2han
1977), colonial Algcria (Bourdicu 1962), Zanzibar (L. Kuper 1977), and -el~e
where. Finally, thcre was the view that somehow ~uch "cthnic," racial, or
other collective entities and idcntities are in some way "primordial," innate,
and presumably ineradicable "givcns," impervious by nature or history to the
influence of social organization, ideology,literacy, politics, economics, and so
on.
Reviewing this literature, one cannot fail to notice the de2ree to which
discussions of pluralism and plural societies have become inv~ved and entangled with these differing streams of interest, pressure, and ideas. Indeed, all
these approaches in their own ways attempted to subsume pluralism within
their own conceptual frameworks, so that ultimately such plural phenomena
would either be equated with or reduced to class, race, ethnicitv, internal colon!alis";l: social. stratification, or to some further irreducible "primordial
givens -that IS~ they would be accepted as unintelligible and inexplicable.
Although thiS bnef Itst omits race relations. minorities caste and colonialism
(in its ordinary sense of rule by and from a foreign cou~try). those frameworks
are also commonly applied to analyze and replace pluralism (Wirth 1945; Cox
1948; Rueck and Knight 1967).
Without extending the catalog, there is evident need to define once
more the conditions and structures of pluralism and to clarify their differences
from and relations with race and ethnicity. minorities class caste and social
stratification, internal. colonialism and primordiality: Failu're to distinguish
clearly between plurahsm and these alternatives, to define its relations with
them precisely and to demonstrate the superiority of pluralism as a conceptual
framework for comparative and intensive study of these varie2ated social
phenomena, implicitly concedes its inability to deal with the pr'Oblems and
?evelop.ments for which this concept and theory were designed. Thus, followIng a bnef outhne of the conceptions and criteria of pluralism, I shall clarifv its
relationships with race, ethnicity, class. stratification, caste. internal colo~ial
tsm, minorities, and the like. I am particularly encouraged to undertake this
exercise. by Leo Kuper's (1981 :57-83) recent dcmonstration of the close
assOCIation bet~e~n 2Oth-century genocides and plural societies. Surely, if his
a~aIY~ls holds, I.t IS an .urge~t and essential task for social science to develop
crtlena appropnate to Identify and analyze all societies and situations of this
general kind, while indicating how they may be distinguished from conditions
and structures of differing type. Unavoidably, much of this summary is somewhat repetitious,
First, ~o\Vever, we should note the main ways in which the conceptual
schema mentioned above relate to the study of pluralism. Such frameworks
are sorr,etlmes u~ed without analytic implications to describe or classify plural
phenomena and ~ltuatlons; or they may equate pluralism with certain specific
eondltlon~, such as dlffcrences of race, ethnicity, religion, language, class, and
so on, lnerebY.lmphcltly Identifying these as its necessary and sufficient base
and thu~ denYing the possibility of its independent occurrence' or thev mav
seek to explain pluralism in some or all of its manifestations as ;he prod'uct o'f
certain determinants, be they race, class, language, or some other, operating
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separately or together. Yet another approach preferred by some scholars
argues that pluralism in all its modes is fully comprehensible with thc aid of
familiar sociological theories and concepts and does not mcrit separate attcntion and study. While much that follows i6 relevant to this last critique, the
discussion addresses the claims of those alternatives that either equate pluralism with particular conditions (such as race, ethnicity, class, etc.) or seek to explain it as their effects or manifestations. All these approaches I regard as
essentialist or substantivist. They differ mainly in that while one permits "explanations" of pluralism either by some single determinant or by differing
combinations of two or more such determinants, thereby complicating questions of determinism. the other rigorously excludes such alternative determinations and equations alike, since it identifies pluralism in all of its modes
either with a single variable or with some fixed combination of them. Accordingly, to clarify the relationship of these and any other conditions to pluralism,
it is necessary to indicate the nature and variety of plural units as clearly as
possible.
I use the term unit here to denote any social unit or entity having one or
more members. Thus, by pluraluni/ I mean any social unit based on pluralism.
Plural units may be societal. embracing plural societies, or subsocietal, in
which case they are plural divisions or components of inclusive societies. In
this essay I shall isolate those conditions or factors that underlie and account
for the structural variety of plural units, societal and other.

j

1

2.

I

From the outset it is necessary to recognize that plural societies are a subdivision of the broader field denoted by the term pluralism. As stated earlier,
Pluralism is a condition in which members of a common society are
internally distinguished by fundamental differences in their institutional practice.,.. Such differences, .. identify institutionally
distinct aggregates or groups, and establish deep social divisions between them. The prevalence of such systematic disassociation between
the members of institutionally distinct collectivities within a single
society constitutes pluralism. Thus pluralism simultaneously connotes a
social structure characterized by fundamental discontinuities and
cleavages, and a cultural complex based on systematic institutional
diversity ... ,
Pluralism may be defined with equal cogency and precision in
institutional or in political terms. PoliticallY these features have very
distinctive forms and conditions, and in their most extreme state, the
plural society, they constitute a polity of peculiar though variable type.
Specific political features of social pluralism centre in the corporate
constitution of the total society. Under these conditions, the basic corporate divisions within the socicty usually coincide with the lines of institutional cleavage. [M. G. Smith 19693:~71
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The t\VO principal conditions under which pluralism may prevail outside of plural societies are well known. Some societies, though holding common institutions, contain local communities or such dispersed minorities as
Gypsies. whose distinctive institutional practices illustrate conditions of
pluralism. However, the exceptional conditions of these scattered minorities
do not justify classification of the inclusive society as plural, since communities and pariah groups alike are mere fractions of societies.
The other condition under which pluralism may prevail outside of
plural societies illustrates the centrality of differing modes of incorporation in
constituting societies as plural or other. Briefly, where institutional differences
obtain within a population without corresponding corporate divisions in their
common public domains, cultural pluralism prevails without corresponding
social pluralism. In such cases, whatever their institutional allegiances and differences, individuals are incorporated on identical grounds as formally equal
members of a common society. Such situations clearly reveal the primacy of
modes of incorporation in constituting societies as plural or other. \Vhere
cultural pluralism prevails without social pluralism,
such regimes may tolerate wide levels of cultural diversity among their
members, but preclude the emergence of corresponding corporate
social sections. Where such conditions of uniform incorporation are
substantively enforced, being by law confined to the secondary, optional level of private individual conduct, divergent institutional practices cannot segregate sectional collectivities in the public domain.
[M G. Smith 1969b:444]
Ideally, and to a predominant degree in practice, conditions of cultural
pluralism prevail among American whites under institutions that incorporate
them as formal equals in the common public domain. Where appearance and
reality or norms and practice seem to diverge, as Max \Veber (1947:137)
remarked, "it is ahvays the actual state of affairs which is decisive for sociological purposes." Special efforts must therefore be made to formulate accurate representations of such situations to grasp the significance and relations
of their components. For example, many American towns contain white ethnic
colonies and black ghettos. Commonly these white ethnic enclaves are organized de facto as corporate groups and regulate their collective affairs
autonomously under U.S. la\\'. Often, they operate as solitary blocs in local,
state, and national elections. In favorable contexts some may enjoy frequent
electoral success at local levels and more rarely at state levels but lack decisive
effect at the national level, \\'hich is the most inclusive and important. At all
levels of U.S. government, ho\\'ever, competing ethnic, religious, or racial
blocs are obliged to vote for candidates of one or other of the two main parties. Commonly, these collectivities are permanently aligned \\'ith one or other
party, since as ethnic units they lack de jure status in the common public domain under U.S. constitutional la\v, which simultaneously proclaims the formal equality of American blacks and \\'hites and the irrelevance of such factors
as race, ethnicity, or religion to civic and political status. The de facto situa-
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tion of American Negroes thus differs radically from this de jure position.
Hence, follo\l;'ing \Vcber, we must recognize that despite all differences of
language, religion, ethnicity, and so on, \vhite Americans are incorporated as
equals de jure and de facto in American society, while the de facto situation of
blacks demonstrates their differential incorporation.
Once it was recognized that despite extensive acculturation and assimilation, ethnic attachments of white Americans persisted and were unlikely to
disappear, cultural pluralism, which had objectively prevailed throughout the
previous decades and generations, was belatedly proclaimed by academics and
politicians as policy pursuing an ideal (Glazer and Moynihan 1963). It is thus
of special relevance that despite Affirmative Action programs and other
federal initiatives designed to incorporate Negroes, Amerindians, Chicanos,
and other racial minorities into the wider American society on the same conditions as whites, differential incorporation still remains the decisive condition
of a great majority of these people. Under such conditions, social pluralism
prevails and involves "the organisation of institutionally dissimilar collectivities as corporate sections or segments whose boundaries demarcate distinct
communities and systems of social action" (M. G. Smith 1969b:444). Such exclusive conditions of incorporation "preserve or generate corresponding institutional pluralism by fostering diverse sectional adaptations to their distinctive situations, and by promoting divergent and sectionally specific collective
domains for their internal organisation and inter-sectional relations" (M. G.
Smith 1969b:440; see also pp. 436, 446).
Societies may simultaneously incorporate and divide their populations
into mutually exclusive sections or segfnents in either of t\VO ways: as
equivalent or as inherently unequal. In the former, all individuals must belong
to one or other of the coordinate segnlents to participate in the society fully as
equals; in the latter, their differential incorporation distributes rights,
burdens, and status unequally bet\\'een members of superior and inferior sections and commonly reserves to the dominant section the exclusive or decisive
control of la\\', policy, government, and other institutions of the public domain. By these alternative modes of incorporation, plural societies are either
constituted as groupings of coordinate segments or as sectional hierarchies.
Societies of either type are equally plural, both institutionally and politically;
and since they differ in structure and content from societies constituted on
modes of uniform incorporation, these differences should be recognized and
studied. Some societies, such as the United States and South Africa, combine
differential and equivalent modes of incorporation as features of their societal
structure, applying these nlodes to different populations \vhile incorporating
the nlembers of the dominant section universalistically as formal equals (~t. G.
Snlith 1969b:4~5).
Together, these alternatives
distinguish three levels of pluralism and three related modes of incorporation. Structural pluralism consists in the differential incorporation
of collectivities segregated as social sections and characterised by institutional divergences. Cultural pluralism consists in variable institu-
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tional diversity without corresponding collective segregation. Social
p:uralbm involves the organisation of institutionally dissimilar collectivities as corporate sections or segments whose boundaries demarcate
distinct communities and systems of social action. [M. G. Smith 1969b:

444J
For brevity I distinguish as hierarchic those pluralities based on differential incorporation, as segmental those based on equivalent incorporation, and as
complex those that combine these two modes with or without their alternative,
namely, universalistic incorporation. Initially, within this general category of
plural societies I reserved the label for those in which a culturally distinct
demographic minority exercised political dominance, as in most 20th-century
European colonies (M. G. Smith 1960:774). While it is clear that societies
dominated by culturally distinct demographic minorities are "structurally
peculiar" and merit special study. it is best to relax this restrictive demographic criterion to include as plural societies all those that incorporate social
sections or segments characterized by institutional differences under the modes
instanced above, which thereby institute such plural units and the severe social
cleavages between them. In the broadest sense, then, any society whose
members are incorporated into mutually exclusive categories or groups distinguished by such differentiae as race. language, religion. ethnicity. provenience, or descent will exhibit social or structural pluralism and constitute a
plural society. Thus defined, pluralism operates as a variable factor of differing intensity rather than as a single constant, an all-or-nothing characteristic of
certain societies. as van den Berghe (1969, 1974) and L. Kuper (1969) argued
long ago, and as Despres (1967), Schermerhorn (1970). Young (1977) and
others have assumed.

3.
Pluralism is a variable in at least two ways, namely, in regard to its basic components and to the mode of their political expression. For example, in certain
cases one variable (e.g., race, religion, or language) might provide the criterion
for differential or segmental incorporation. Once established, such corporate
structures segregate the populations they enclose within exclusive structural
contexts that either preserve or promote correlative differences of institutional
practice. In other situations, two or more variables are combined as the institutional basis of plural cleavages. For example. in American society race by itself
separates Negroes, \\i'hites, Amerindians. Chicanos, and Orientals. In
Canada, by contrast, Quebecois are identified by themselves and others as a
distinct ethnic segment of the Canadian people by combined differences of
language, descent, religion, history. culture, and home territory. Since 1840
these differcntiae have found political expression in the unusual position
Qucbec has enjoyed within the Canadian federation, including its high level of
internal autonomy.
It is obvious that the institutional criteria, forms, degrees, and effects
of pluralism di ffer widely in s Ich societies as Ulster, Cyprus. Norman Britain,
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Malay,ia. Zanzibar. traditional Ruanda, Guatemala, or South Africa, for example. In the comparative study of pluralism and plural societies we must
therefore take into account differences in the natur~ and number of the
modalities by which. separately or together, segments or sections of an inclusive society are incorporated as mutually exclusive units of unequal or
equivalent status in a common society. A single variable may define the
decisive boundary between two such units, as does the color bar in the United
States; or the boundary might be bimodal, as with ethnic divisions between
Greek, Italian. or Polish Americans, all of the same racial stock. AlternativeIy. boundaries between sections or segments of a common society might combine three or more variables, as for example in Ulster, Cyprus. or Nigeria.
Predictably, such multimodal cleavages differ as well in the variables
they employ to divide and organize populations. as in the relative weight assigned to each within the differing sectional cultures and in their common
political contexts. While in some cases cultural difference and similarity
receives the greatest stress, in others physical differentiae of a racial kind take
precedence. In yet other contexts language differences are primary indices of
collective identity and difference. members of language blocs being regarded
by outsiders as sharing distinctive cultures, descent, and ethnicity, even though
objectively this may not be the case. In still other societies. differences of
religion-or. within a single universal religion, differences of sect-may provide bases for mutually exclusive corporate groupings, segregated and contraposed no less sharply than race or ethnicitv ever could. Nowadavs secular
ideologies of racism, nazism, and various kinds of communism ;ometimes
operate as primary bases for divisive incorporation of population segments in
various social contexts. In brief, we should not assume that cultural or other
differences such as race have constant or equal weights in any single society,
much less in all societies at all times, as criteria for dividing and organizing
their memberships. It is best. therefore, to recognize these and other variables
as available alternatives, conditions. or dimensions of pluralism, and to
recognize that pluralism itself is a multidimensional condition which varies in
its structure, divisions, and intensities in different societies and in different
sections or segments of the same society (van den Berghe 1969; L. Kuper 1969,
1977. 1980). By directing attention to the variable intensity and significance of
these and other differentiae, our perspective focuses attention on the conditions that select criteria for incorporation of social segments or sections in
plural societies and ascribe their meaning and value.
In large measure the selection and differential weighting of these
divisive criteria r~flect the interests, cultural orientations. and distributions of
power and influence within the domi'1ant social section. But in many plural
societies. there is no single dominant cultural section; rather there are two or
more segments of coordinate stalUs and strength. neither dominating the
whole. In either case, for any particular variable or combination of variables
to serve as the basis for simultaneous aggregation and subdivision within
human societies, it must first be culturallv selected and institutionalized within
the common public domain to enjoy the 'prescriptive corporate status such inclusive regulation requires. Alternatively. without such prescriptive authority,
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hov~'ever prevalent, cultural patterns derive their collective meanings and
values from individuai inclinations and from the social situations in v.. hich they

appear.
I
h"
..
,
II'
Among American whites, for examp e, et nlclly vanes SJtuattona y In
its significance and expression, both \vithin and between ethnic groups and
among individuals of the same or di ffering religious affiliations ~n? I or s~c~al
class. In other words, lacking de jure corporate status and prescnptlve validity
in the public domain, ethnic identities, like religious, class, or party affiliations, are formally and informally equivalent options for American whites.
Although associated with real or putative differences of cul,ture and institutional practice, ethnic identities in no \\'ay modify the rights and obligations of
American whites as citizens to participate equally in American society-that is,
in those arenas of corporate organization and action that include government,
law, economy, politics, education, industrial and occupational organizations,
and other collective interests and agencies, whether directly or indirectly
regulated by or pertaining to the state. If those differences of language,
religion, and domestic culture that involve ethnicity among American whites
do not prescriptively differentiate them in the public domains of the United
States, then clearly such cultural differences lack corporate significance at the
public or societal level. In other words, they illustrate the condition of cultural
pluralism as a set of "institutional differences to which no corporate social differences attach" (M. G. Smith 1969b:440).
In other multicultural societies, social segments are incorporated as
units of equivalent and lor complementary status within the public domain of
the inclusive society-for example, initially and informally, the religious congregations in Lebanon (7vla' oz 1976) or, more formally, the 1955-69 alliance
of Malay, Chinese, and Indian segments in l\1alaysia (Leng 1976); the parallel
party organizations of East Indians and Creoles of African stock in Trinidad
since 1957 (Deosaran 1981); and the Nigerian Federation from 1952 to 1967,
with its three regions dominated by Hausa, Yoruba, and lbo, respectively,
though in only one region, Yorubaland, was the dominant ethnic group virtuallv the only one (Sklar and Whitaker 1966). In these and such similar instan~es as Guyana (Despres 1967), Cyprus (Harbottle and Harbottle 1976), Fiji
(Mayer 1963; Vasil 19i5), Canada (Wagley and Harris 1964; McWhinney
1976), Suriname (van Lier 1950, 1971; Dew 1978), Sri Lanka (Silva 1976;
Wrickamanayake 1975), and Belgium (van Haegendoren 1975), the culturally
different segments either are or were incorporated as social units of equivalent
or similar status and rigrlts in the common public domain, that is, in the state,
which mediates and re2ulates them all.
In contrast to the equivalent or seglnental mode of incorporation, differential incorporation is a structure that includes populations within a single
society on systematically unequal terms that are established, maintained, and
enforced by political action, be it official, as at Sharpeville and So\\'eto, or informal and illegal, as in the United States for Negroes by the Ku Klux Klan and
other means. Thus, given these alternative differentiae and modes of incorporation, pluralism is a variable in at least three ways. First, it varies in the
particular factors or conditions, such as l~nguage, race, religion, ethnicity,
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regionalism, and so on. that are institutionalized separately or in various combinations as critical differentiae of plural divisions in different societies. Second, pluralisnl varies in significance and intensity with the number, distribution, and relative size and strength of plural units in a common society. At the
macrolevel these may be many and relatively small, as in Tanzania, or few and
relatively large, as in Morocco, South Africa, or Ulster. Third, pluralism
varies in kind and effect as a direct correlate of the differing ways in which
these culturally selected variables are institutionalized in the public domains of
the inclusive societies as conditions of the incorporation of social segments or
sections.
4.

A fourth way in which pluralism is a variable reflects the centrw implication of
the differences to which \Veber (1947: 137) pointed: between de jure and de
facto structures, bet\veen norm and actuality, between form and substance.
Since pluralism varies in scope and intensity \\'ith coincidence or disjunctions
of de jure structures and de facto realities, this factor, like other conditions of
plural variability, is extremely irnportant at both collective and persona) levels.
To illustrate: as sho\\'n above, in the contemporary United States, despite
cultural differences that distinguish ethnic collectivities among whites as
arenas for concentrated social interaction, being all as individuals equivalent
de jure, these groupings have no formal status as such in the public domain
and therefore at nlost only informal significance, reflecting their relative
numbers, locations, "'eaIth, and so on. Conversely, despite the American constitution and la\v \\lhich prescribe de jure equality of all citizens, Negroes are
still de facto inferior to ,,"hites in public arenas, both individually and collectively.
As these examples show, discrepancies and disjunctions of de facto and
de jure structures and conditions may take various forms. Insofar as a universalistic de jure structure allows infor~aI de facto incorporation of social units
under its aegis \vithout thereby losing its validity and force, such permissiveness will evoke popular support, provided the de facto units created under its
umbrella are sufficiently numerous, diverse, and balanced in numbers, wealth,
and other factors so as to further enhance or assure their mutual dependence
on the common, inclusive de jure structure for approximate equality by
precluding hegemonic alternatives. \Vhere, ho\\·ever, as in South Africa and
Ulster, a fonnally universalistic order. even though restricted to \"hites, allows
one or more of its divisions, ethnic or other, to organize their membership into
militant corporate groups that maintain rigid secrecy under central control-for example, the Brodcrbond. the Nazi Party until 1930 or the
Orangemen in Ulster-then by their pri,"ileges and po,v~r such units ~re nicely
placed either to exploit and t\vist the universalistic ret!ime to their o\\'n ends or
to subvert and destroy it utterly. It may also be the ca~e that a de jure structure
of differential incorporation. as recently in Ulster or L\'talaysia (lijphart 1977),
changes into a de facto strucfure of cornpeting contraposed segments due
either to internal developmt:nts or ro (he acts of external parties. Conversely a
t
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de jure order of equivalent incorporation, such as the Nigerian Federation
undcr the First Republic (1960-66), may become or may face the prospect of
shortly becoming de facto a regime of differential incorporation due to the increasing ascendancy or dominance of one segment over the rest, whether singly
or in association with others. Similar developments seem also to have occurred
in Lebanon and Guyana, with considerable outside assistance.
As against these and other possible divergences of de jure and de facto
structures, each with its own specific set of preconditions and implications,
there are formally only three unqualified contrasts, namely, those contexts in
which de facto and de jure structures correspond fully, whether such structures
are universalistic, differential, or incorporate equivalent segments. When their
empirical realities correspond with juridical and constitutional forms, both the
universalistic and the equivalent regimes will normally enjoy widespread consensus-for example, among American or Australian whites, on the one hand,
and Swiss, on the other. Conversely, in an effectively enforced and juridically
proclaimed regime of differential incorporation, the subordinate section
andlor segments of sections are severely discouraged from overt protest, as in
South Africa today, in colonial Nigeria, and in Guyana or Suriname before
slavery was abolished. The differing bases and meanings of such compliance
and the reasons for it under all three regimes in these conditions are obvious;
but this has not deterred sociologists from asserting the consensus of subordinate populations under differential incorporation by extrapolation from
theories based on the other two regimes (Braithwaite 1960; R. T. Smith 1967,
1970).
Given such a range of structural alternatives and modes of change, in
all three regimes individuals and collectivities will be keenly and equally concerned with the immediate present and with the coincidences or divergences of
its de facto realities from its de jure stipulations, on the one hand, and with anticipations of change in the status and scope of these structures in the near
future, on the other. Granted that true prophets are few and far between, at individual and collective levels men nonetheless relate their past and present experiences to anticipations of the future. Hence, these three alternative modes
of incorporation being the most extensive and potent alternative conditions of
coexistence in human societies, and equally subject to a variable range of convergence or divergence of jural forms and empirical realities, all who live
under any of them must to some degree be concerned with probable changes of
collective status and structure which may affect them and their kin and offspring in the near future, and which, however vaguely perceived, are regarded
either as real possibilities or as trends presently under way. Thus, knowledge
0f the variable possibilities, coincidences, and alternative relations of de facto
and de jure structures simultaneously affects individual and collective cognitions and 0rientatlOn5 toward thl' social order and may mobilize collective actions to correct or redress, maintain or enhance, what are felt bv different
blocs. from their distinctive points of view. to be disadvantageou; or advantageous conditions aml or dcvelopments in the socictv. Counterrevolutionary
mt'vements and orgJlli~ations are obvious examples' of collective efforts t~
redress and revoke pcrcdved dcviations from some idcal or previous order, or
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to prevent their occurrence at all, as with the Fascist and Nazi movements in
Italy and .Germar.y after \'.'orld War I or Pinochet in Chile, for example.
. It IS obVIOUS from thiS discussion that the de jure/de facto distinction is
not Simply an invariant antithesis or opposition, since in many regimes the
J~ral structure and de facto conditions coincide fully. It should be equallv obVIOUS that such convergences or divergences are not everywhere and always
restncted to .or by considerations of political status, since similar variatio~s
may prevail 111 other spheres which, according to the values and priorities of
collecuve culture, Will be II1vested with special significance or else disregarded.
Thus, 111 many regIons Muslims strenuously object if some of their number
associate in certain ways with persons or groups of differing religion, such as
Je~'s, Chnsuans, or other heathen. Likewise, in contexts of acute tension and
stnfe o~er. language, members of.a language group may disapprove the apparent mdlfference of some of their number, as indicated by behavior, to the
status and future of the ethn~c tongue. The same point holds true with regard
to differences of race, ethl1lclty, and so on. In other words, where individuals
identifie~ by some diacritical feature or features with one of several groups
behave dIfferently fr.om the expectatIOns of thcir collectivity, such discrepancle~ ~ay agitate their. fellows as deviations from assumed collective norms.
ThiS, m turn, often stimulates corrective actions and illustrates once more the
fun.damentally dynamic nature and implications of disjunctions between the
de J.ure and de facto structures, the normative and the empirical, at all levels of
SOCial and cultural life~ the macr?- and micro-, the behavioral, cognitive,
perceptual, or eva.luatlve,. and m all spheres, the religious, linguistic,
economIC, mantal, Ideological, and so on, as well as the legal and political.
5.
It is easy to see how and why pluralism varies in kind, form, and intensity as a
function of the differing modes by which collectivities are incorporated in the
public domall1 of common societies, de jure and de facto. On this basis we can
readIly dlstmgulsh three leve~s of pluralism that differ sharply in their form,
s~gl1lflCanCe, an.d II1tenslty. \\ hen cultural pluralism prevails Yiithout prescriptive mcorporatlon of culturally distinct collectiVities-for example, in the
ethmc groupmgs of white Americans-that condition illustrates the uniform
o~ universalistic incorporation of whites in the public domain of U.S. societv
directly and .on identical te~ms, thus prescribing their formal equality a~d
freedom to dll fer among themselves culturally and otherwise within the limits
laid down by law, without thereby altering their respective status, rights, and
obligations m the public domain. When, however, culturally distinct or
re.glOnal populations are II1corporated segmcntally as units of equivalent status
within a common public domain. then cultural differences have grcater social
SIgnificance and intensit\ as direct functions of their institutionalization as
conditIOns nt. this segmental strUt·turc and sl'cial pluralism. Finally, when
culturally dlstmct sections are difkremially incorporatt'd within thc public d,'.
mall1 01 a common soclcty. then structural pluralism prevails and in\eSh the
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cultural differentiae of the unequal sections with maximum significance and
intensity.
.Accordingly, we can expect to find cultural pluraiism in four distinct
kinds of society. The first, though exhibiting cultural pluralism, minimizes its
structural significance and intensity by formally excluding it as irrelevant for
differences of individual or collective statusd in the public domain. Under
such conditions, cultural pluralism obtains ,vithout generating societies that
we distinguish as "plural" by their corporate social units and cleavages. Of the
latter we must first distinguish two basic types. the hierarchic a:1d the segmental, while recognizing a third more complex and variable category in which
these two alternatives are variously combined.
Hierarchic pluralities are based on the differential incorporation of
distinct social sections in the common public domain under conditions of principled inequality. They accordingly illustrate extreme conditions of structural
pluralism, the more so when their dominant sections are also demographic
minorities. Segmental pluralities are those in which the major cultural divisions are incorporated as segments that enjoy coordinate status and autonomy
by law, constitution, tradition, or otherwise, formally or informally, as in
Belgium, Lebanon at different times, and Switzerland (Lijphart 1977).
Segmental pluralities prescribe participation of culturally distinct segments as
equals and partners in the common public domain, and accordingly illustrate
social pluralism with minimal structural inequalities.
In more complex pluralities, hierarchic and segmental patterns of
organization are combined-for example, in Suriname (described by van Lier
1971), colonial British Guiana (Despres 1967; R. T. Smith 1962), colonial
Malaysia (Freedman 1960; Nagata 1974), Indonesia (FurnivaI11939; Wertheim
1959), or South Africa (f\.1arquard 1957; van den Berghe 1965; L. Kuper 1965).
In such conditions one section of the population, which is culturally and lor
racially distinct, dominates the rest under institutions of differential incorporation. The dominated people normally include t\\'O or more culturally
distinct collectivities incorporated as segments of coordinate status. Additionally among the dominated, social sections may be incorporated and ranked
as superior and inferior by history and I or at the will of the dominant group, as
in colonial East Africa (Morris 1956, 1957; Gutkind 1957; Mason 1957; Dotson and Dotson 1968). Just as the equivalence <1f'complementarity of coordinate groups is essential for their successful consociation. so are severe status
inequalities at collective and at individual levels everywhere prescribed by
hierarchic pluralities based on differential incorporation. American and West
Indian slavery, medieval serfdom, and the subordination of Hausa to Fulani in
central Sudan during and since the 19th century; of Irish to Anglo-Saxons
before and since Cromwell's time; of Berber to Arab and both (0 French in
Algeria (Bourdieu 1962; Sivan 1975; L. Kuper 1977); of Africans and Shirazi
to Arabs in Zanzibar (Lofchie 1969); and of Hutu to Tutsi in R\\'anda and
Burundi until 1960 (~'laquet 19iO; Lemarchand 1970; Greenland 1976) or of
Shona to Ndebcle in precolonial Zimbabwe (Hughes 1956}-these situations illustrate various forms and conditions of differential incorporation in stateregulated plural societies.
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There are, of course, numerous plural societies that lack state organization. Of these, perhaps the best known include the society dominated by Swat
Pakthuns in Baluchistan until 1926 (Barth 1959); the Kachin /Shan populations of highland Burma (Leach 1954); the Bwamba of \vestern Uganda
(Winter 1956~ 1958); Tallensi (Fortes 1945); Kagoro (M. G. Smith 1952); Mandad (Buxton 1958, 1963); and certain mixed populations of Niger in which
nomad Tuareg dominated negroid cultivators without state organization
(Gode~ier 1980). In such cases as the Terik-Teriki (Levine and Sangree 1962),
Ga (FIeld. 1940), Alur (Southall 1956, 1970), and Arusha (Gulliver 1963),
acephalous or \\J'eakly unified pluralities were amicable and clearlv based on
the consensus of their constituents incorporated as units of equivaient status.
In others, such as the Hausa of Maradi (M. G. Smith 1967), consensus also
prevailed as the basis of the continuing plurality despite the de facto inequality
of their (de jure) "coordinate" segments, given that all faced common enemies
and military threats.
In short, we should not assume that all pluralities, stateless or other, are
always and everywhere characterized by dissensus and coercion. Often, they illustrate symbiotic alliances for mutual benefit and protection of their members
against external threats, real or imaginary. Similarly, while a few modern
states, such as Denmark, Swaziland, Greece, Portugal, and Italy, incorporate
ethnically homogeneous populations, most include peoples of diverse ethnic
stock, culture~ and language, sometimes, at least initially, by forcible domination. Per contra, other polyethnic states such as Maradi in Niger, contemporary Zaria in Nigeria, ~1exico, and the United States, may now share consensual bases and institutions, although at different historical points their conditions differed. The general point is simply that since some states incorporate
single ethnic groups and culturally homogeneous societies, while others incorporate pluralities of differing complexity and kind, clearly as a general form,
the state cannot always and everY\\J'here be equally or uniformly identified with
the society it incorporates, regulates, and represents. In like fashion, while
some stateless societies are homogeneous in culture, language, ethnicity, and
social organization, others are not. Most of the latter contain t\\'O or more
blocs of diverse provenience \\'ho live together peacefully, with or without extensive cultural exchanges and assimilation (Winter 1956; Leach 1954; M. G.
Smith 1969c; Cohen and ~,tiddleton 1970). In short, pluralism and statehood
vary independently, so that neither presupposes nor always entails the other.
Moreover, like societies, states differ significantly in their bases and forms
(M. G. Smith 1981). Since I am not concerned here with exploring those interrelations, I concentrate instead on the differences bet\veen and relations of
pluralism to ethnicity, race, religion, caste, class, primordiality, colonialism,
stratification. language~ regionalism, and other collective differentiae, having
schematically outlined above the key conditions, characteristics, and alternatives of pluralism and plural societies.
6.
Perhaps inadvertently, there has been a tendency over the past 10 or 12 years
for pluralism to be identified substantially \\'ith such sp~cific conditions as
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race. ethnicity. religion. or language. and to be denoted by such terms as
"racial pluralism," "ethnic pluralism." "religious pluralIsm." 'lIngUistic
pluralism," and so on. Such designations either assume or suggest that race,
ethnicity. religion. or language are, in different circumstances. the sole or
perhaps sufficient bases or "causes" for plural divisions within a given society. We have already seen that whether or not these and any other conditions
are the institutional indices of such divisions, they cannot explain or account
for them independently. Rather, as plural units are always established and articulated by particular modes of incorporation, we must look to those modes.
and to the contexts and processes through which they have been instituted.
maintained. or modified, for proper understanding of the units and conditions
through which they are manifested. and for their nature. In other words.
however common their association, it is erroneous to identify pluralism with
such conditions as race, language, religion, or ethnicity, as essential
substances. when pluralism consists instead primarily in certain kinds of relational structures which may employ these or other criteria for aggregation and
subdivision of social units.
The relational structures just referred to are simultaneously social and
cultural. The variables they employ as criteria for plural divisions must always
first be culturally selected, defined. and valued, separately or together, for
their institutionalization to be possible. Second, the particular forms in which
they are institutionalized, together with their subsequent maintenance or
modification, whether through segmental, hierarchic. or other modes of incorporation. depend explicitly on historical processes in particular social contexts.
For example, if we regard plural societies with multiracial or polyethnic
populations as direct products of differing race and ethnicity. we might seek to
analyze them primarily or exclusively as examples of race and/or ethmc relations. However, the reverse is nearer the truth, since prevailing racial and/or
ethnic divisions in societies cannot be understood "as phenomena sui generis
but as special cases of social segmentation in plural societies" (van den Berghe
1910:1), that is, as functions of particular modes of incorporation. In brief,
since societies differ in type and properties as effects of their structures, and
since those sets of relations renect the prevailing modes of incorporation
within them, to understand the significance and role of any substantive
features-such as di fferences of race, language. religion, ethnicity. or demography-in any society, it is always necessary first to situate these variables synchronically in their contexts and then to study the particular processes of their
historical development. modification, or maintenance within these structures.
In short. we should not try to explain social orders in plural or other societies
as by-products or effects of given irreducible variables, when indeed these latter owe their significance to the social structures that incorporate and articulate them.
1.

As regards race, objectively this involves hereditary phenotypical differences
of a kind sufficiently gross to facilitate the identification and classification of
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individuals and collectivities by direct observation. However, as everyone
knows. racial differences are often asserted and institutionalized in the absence
of such biological differences and on quite different grounds-for example, in
Nazi Germany. Haiti, or Panama (Leyburn 1941; Pitt-Rivers 1961). Conversely, such differences. though objective and evident, may be ignored. as in
Guatemala. Mexico. and other Latin American societies (Beals 1953; van den
Berghe 1968; van den Berghe and Colby 1961; Colby and van den Berghc 1961;
Tumin 1952). In short. as with all else, cultures select or create. define, value,
and emphasize variables at will. and so ascribe their societal significance as
features or conditions of certain institutional structures and relations. For this
reason it is "a major error to conceive the conditions and problems of
pluralism directly in terms of race relations" (M. G. Smith 1960:114). And the
same point applies to ethnicity and ethnic relations, particularly when these
labels are used to subsume differences of race. as in the Harvard Encyclopedia
(Thernstrom et al. 1980) and other works (e.g., Schermerhorn 1910; Despres
1915a. 1975b).
How race differences are defined and institutionalized in given societies
will always depend on cultural structures and social processes. To designate
those structures by such labels as "racial" and "ethnic" pluralism implicitly
identifies pluralism always and everywhere with multiracial or multi-ethnic
populations. However, if race and ethnicity are distinguished objectively, we
find that often enough they are asserted and institutionalized as apparent bases
for plural divisions where objectively absent-for example, between Franks
and Gauls in France (Gobineau 1853), Anglo-Saxons and Celts in the United
Kingdom (Curtis 1968), or among the Fulani and Hausa of northern Nigeria
(H. Barth 1890; M. G. Smith 1955). Conversely, collectivities of differing race
may be incorporated on other grounds as equals in a common society
(Schwartz 1971; M. G. Smith 1914:211-291). Always to appreciate the social
significance of racial differences, real or imaginary, it is necessary first to
determine their objective status and then to examine their collective expression
within the institutional structures that shape society. In colonial Jamaica and
Grenada, for example. while whites and blacks alike prefer to distinguish and
classify the population. including themselves, in terms of race, intermediate
hybrid sections of colored folk avoid that designation and substitute instead
the scale of color. thereby converting such dichotomies into a continuum (M. G.
Smith 1965a. 1965b; A. Kuper 1914, 1911; Alexander 1971). In Malaysia.
Arabs, Indian Muslims. and others of hybrid descent, except Chinese. may all
be identified with Malays according to situation (Nagata 1974. 1971). In India.
differences of race have been subsumed and transformed into caste (Hulton
1946; Beteille 1961, 1911; Berreman 1961); while among the Ndebele of
Lobengula. a hierarchic pluralism based on conquest employed racist ideology
in the absence of objective differences of race (Hughes 1956).
Thus. while most modern plural societies are multiracial and culturally
diverse. and while European colonialism probably accounts for the majority
of such societies, we should not repeat Furnivall's (1948:304-310) error and
identify pluralism wholly either with European colonies. with multiracial
populations. or with tropical latitudes. Anglo-French pluralism in Canada,
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like that of Protestants and Catholics in Ulster (Schmitt 1976), or Greeks and
Turks in Cyprus (Harbottle and Harbottle 1976; Markides 1977), involves
peoples of the same racial stock living in temperate zones. Whether, where,
and how differences of race are asserted and instituted within societies as bases
for collective divisions and corporate relations always depends on historic
combinations of culture and social process in specific political contexts. This
being so, it is clearly inadequate to identify pluralism with race differences, on
the one hand, or to try to reduce it to those structures of race relations that illustrate its effects, on the other.

8.
These arguments apply equally to the fashionable equation of ethnicity and
pluralism (Schermerhorn 1970; Despres 1975a; INCIDI 1957; Cohen and Middleton 1970; Bell 1975). However, when concepts of ethnicity and ethnic
groups are applied indiscriminately to collectivities of the same and different
racial stocks, the confusions already noted are further compounded by equations that obscure the variable social significance of objective biological differentiae in different populations (M. G. Smith 1982). It is quite misleading to
treat relations between the East Indian and Negroid populations of Guyana, or
between East Indian, Creoles, Javanese, and Amerindians in Suriname, as
relations of the same general kind as those between Greek, Italian, and other
white Americans in New York, or those between Yoruba, lbo, and Hausa in
Nigeria (Despres 1975a; van Lier 1971; Dew 1978; Crowder 1962; Niven 1948;
Thernstrom et al. 1980).
As we have seen, societies may permit or even cultivate cultural differences between the ethnic collectivities they include without corresponding
corporate disjunctions or inequalities in the common public domain. In such
cases, as notably among whites in America or the Argentine, we have to deal
with conditions of cultural pluralism anchored in polyethnic aggregates
without the segmental or sectional corporate divisions that constitute plural
societies. There are also many plural societies in which ethnic units are incorporated segmentally as equals, formally and informally: for example,
Belgium, Switzerland, Kachin, Bwamba, and Terik-Teriki. It is therefore inappropriate to identify pluralism with ethnicity even when the latter is correctly
defined, since pluralism varies structurally, independently of ethnicity. In
various situations such as metropolitan Kano and highland Burma, ethnic divisions and identities still persist with marginal cultural differentiae (Paden
1970, 1973; Leach 1954; \Vioter 1956; F. Barth 1969; Schwartz 1971).
Furthermore, it is not always the case that the collectivities whose articulation constitutes a common plural society are ethnic in kind and origin,
for example, in Lebanon (Ma'ol 1976; Lijphart 1977: 147-158), Rhodesia
(Murphee and Baker 1976; O'Callaghan 1977), Israel (Smooha 1978), or
Malaysia (Leng 1976; Nagata 1974). If, following Shibutani and Kwan
(1965:47, 572), \Ve define ethnic units as collectivities that believe themselves to
share common ancestry, real or fictitious, and some distinctive cultural practices, and are generally so regarded by others, then notably the hierarchic sec-
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tions of Caribbean Creole pluralities are not ethnic in kind or status. As just
mentioned, besides whites, East Indians, and blacks who classify themselves
and one another in racial terms, these populations contain intermediate categories of coloied Creoles who are racial and cultural hybrids but lack the
criteria requisite for classificatioIt as ethnic groups, since they neither regard
.themselves as such nor are so regarded by other sections of these societies, and
unlike all other ethnic groups, have no distinctive ethnic names. Small, named
and occupationally specialized minorities of Portuguese, Lebanese, Syrians,
and Jews within the white populations best represent ethnic units in these
societies, while their small Chinese, Javanese, and East Indian populations
represent racial minorities (Broom 1954; Lowenthal 1972). It is misleading to
designate the black and colored Creole sections of these populations by the
same terms as these and other "ethnic" minorities. In short, as elsewhere, in
the Caribbean ethnicity and pluralism are quite distinct. While both conditions
often overlap, they may do so in very dissimilar ways which always reflect the
prevailing structures that distinguish and incorporate collectivities within common societies. Accordingly, the social significance and expression of ethnicity,
like race, language, religion, and other objective differentiae, depend always
on the conditions and ways in which they are institutionalized as features of ingroup and intergroup relations in particular structural contexts. To understand ethnicity and its modes, it is therefore essential first and always to examine carefully the structural context in which it has its institutional place,
form, and characteristics.

9.
These arguments apply to reductionist analyses of pluralism based on
presumptions of the primordiality of Hgivens" or "assumed givens of social
existence" (Geertz 1963; Shils 1957, 1967). Since race and ethnicity between
them account for the greater share of these primordial attachments-"the
'givens' or 'assumed givens' of social existence" ... congruities 0f blood,
speech, custom and so on" (Geertz 1963: l09)-it follows from the preceding
discussion of these conditions that, like them, in their similar direction and intensities, other primordial attachments will reflect in the prevailing conditions
of their collective incorporation the specific disjunctions and combinations
that together organize and articulate collectivities in common societies. If so,
then such "primordial givens" are derivatives, effects, and correlates of the
prevailing conditions of social existence, rather than their irreducible basis.
Accordingly, "their analysis presupposes a thorough study of the specific
societal context of this existence" \vhich is precisely what the frame\\"ork of
pluralism seeks to provide" (M. G. Smith 1969b:418).
It seems evident that "primordial'" attachments vary in kind and intensity together \vith the conditions of collective incorporation of mixed populations. In certain contexts and for certain purposes, language rather than race,
illusory or objective-for others, religion rather than language or race, or race
rather than religion or language, or ethnicity rather than language, religion, or
race-may be the overriding "primordial" attachment-except, of course,
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that such situational variations of significance and intensity indicate that there
is notl~ing intrinsically "primordial" about these attachments. Thei. dissolution, suspension, or intensification alike reflect changing conditions of collective relations within or between societies; and in the extreme these mav issue
in violence or even genocide (L Kuper 1977, 1981), on the o~e hand, or total
assimilation (Leach 1954; Shapiro 1962; Gulliver 1963; Winter 1956), on the
other. To understand all such developments, we must examine carefully the
particular contexts and courses through which they arose, instead of treating
them as inexplicable expressions of irreducible "primordial givens," real or
imaginary.
10.
Language, or "speech," as Geertz (1963:109) called it, is often re2arded as a
"primordial given." Certainly, in modern polyethnic contexts ihe role of
language differences in polyglot societies abundantly demonstrates its salience,
and some might say its centrality (Inglehart and Woodward 1967; Das Gupta
1975; Whiteley 197\). To question the significance of language in human
society as the basic means of communication, or as an index of social identitv
and attachment, a structure of sentiment, of thought and much else, would b~
absurd (Hertzler 1965). However, in polyethnic contexts, differences of
language and ethnicity are so closely associated that it is difficult to assess the
relative significance of either; and these variances are paralleled bv sectional
differences of language skills and use in hierarchic societies. Th~ problem,
therefore, is to determine under precisely what combination of conditions
language differences are likely to prove decisive as indices of collective identity
and as grounds for collective mobilization and confrontation in modern
societies.
Bet~een such nation-states as France, Germany, Italy, and Spain,
language differences are so closely combined with ethnic territorial cultural
historic, political, economic, and other differences that al~hough pro~inent a~
bo.undary markers between these populations, their independent signi ficance is
neuher self-eVIdent nor always easy to assess, given the different and changing
roles o~ !an~~age in such contexts .. Like race, 7thnicity, or other "primordial
~ongru.lt1es,. language IS an essentially collective phenomenon, being always
Identified With some population who owe their language to their ancestors.
However, a survey of traditional polyethnic societies in Africa shows that
linguistic diffe~ences prevail in Timbuktu, Bwamba and the Terik-Teriki
communities and among the Egba, the Lozi. Tswana and Ndebele
despite diverse inter-ethnic structures and the use of local lingua fran:
cas. In the inter-lacustrine kingdoms, the Hausa-Fulani emirates,
Azande, Ga, Kagoro, Tallensi, among the Samburu and MasaiDorobo, Tuareg, Wolof, Arusha. Mandari, Shambala. Aim. at
Calabar: Bonny, and in the Pygmy-Bantu symbiosis of the It uri forest,
Illillal differences of language disappeared in verv different structures
of continuing association. [M. G. Smith 1969.::1j81
'
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It is evident. then, from these and many other contexts, that language attachments, boundanes, and distributions are less immutable than those of race and
reflect collective interests and relations in particular political contexts more
responsi~y (Boas 1938; Hertzler 1965; Inglehart arid Woodward 1967).
Literacy certainly introduces new dimensions and possibilities (Goody
1968). To generalize briefly: if, as in Rome or the United States, the central
power seems unchallengeable by any of the groups it incorporates and also offers its citizens equal chances to master and manipulate the officiai language of
the dommant group m public affairs, while remaining free to use their native
speech in other contexts, then until the political situation changes sufficiently
to encourage challenges from some numerous and strategically located group
of different language within the realm, language differences per se will not
generate collective tensions or violence (Fishman 1980). Bv contrast, if the
dominant group is not numerically preponderant and seeks to intensify its
domination and exploitation of the subordinates by imposing its language as
the only official one without providing the dominated peoples with adequate
learntng chances and linguistic autonomy, such policy clearly invites the
general mobilization and protest of all subordinate groups whose civil rights,
cultural integrity, and socioeconomic positions it threatens.
In the Austrian empire under Metternich, where such policies prevailed,
the subordmate populations included Magyars, Czechs. Slovaks, Croats,
Serbs, Slovenes, Italians, Rumanians, Poles, and some Russians in Galicia
(Taylor 1964). Post independence India (Das Gupta 1970), Malaysia (Milne
1967; Nagata 1974; Leng 1976), and Sri Lanka offer some striking similarities
with the Hapsburg empire, particularly in their insistence on the use of Hindi,
Malay, and Sinhalese as national languages and umfying national symbols
(Das Gupta 1975). Responses by Tamils in Sri Lanka to Sinhalese insistence on
use of their language as the only official medium of discourse (Silva 1976) are
not unlike the Tamil reactions in southern India to the threat of Hindi domination as they perceived it (Das Gupta 1970); nor, for that matter, are Quebecois
inSistence on Quebec French as an official language of Canada (Wagley and
Hams 1964; Porter 1975; McWhinney 1976) or the insistence of Hispanic
Americans on Spanish as an alternative medium for instruction in U.S. schools
and for the conduct of public business in areas of dense Hispanic concentration (Glazer and Moynihan 1963; A. Thernstrom 1980).
The point surely is that like other bases for colle,tive mobilization
language varies in salience as a direct function of the character and stability or
the prevailing structure of collective relations in the public domain of the inclusive society. This rellects the prevailing balance of inlluen,e and power
among .linguistically different populations and the likely im~lications of any
Impendmg changes on the prevailing positions of these groups. especially with
regard to their competiti\'eness in common politi,al and economic arenas of
the inclusive society, Since language can have little independent existence apart
from the colle,l1vity that speaks and transmits it, linguistic pluralism is normally an aspl"t of "ethni,"' or "ra,ial"' pluralism. Its sienifican,e for such
units will thcrdore vary with the conditions of their collecti\e existen,e in the
pre\ailing structure and context.

,~
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Another situation in which language differences are important arises
""hen exponents of a revealed religion \vith written scriptures alld other basic
texts in a foreign language seek to proselytize or icad communities of different
linguistic stock, peacefully or otherwise, toward earthly triulnph or eternal
salvation. This, in Latin, \\'as the initial condition of Christian expansion
across Europe and later, in other languages, beyond Europe in the Ne\\'
World, Asia, Africa, and else\vhere. Similarly, in their expansive phases Buddhism and Islam have both been associated "'jth scriptures recorded in privileged languages with unfamiliar scripts and expounded in tooles that remain
inaccessible to all \\'ho cou~read the langu~ge of the originaLrevelat,ion. in
such circumstances, understandably, populations persuaded by the vOice. the
pen, or the sword to adopt and pursue the new religion \\'ill seek adequate opportunities to learn the scriptural language and to study its basic texts and
commentaries. In medieval Europe Latin, in Islam Arabic, in the Hindu and
Buddhist worlds Sanskrit, and in other times and places Homeric Greek and
the language of the Confucian Anthology (Fang 1974) enjoyed such privileged
positions. Those interested in further knowledge of the scriptures that sacralized these tongues would therefore seek to learn them on secular grounds,
without questioning their superior status on religious grounds (t\1azrui 1971).
Notably, as the African data reported above illustrate, language differences are far less critical in preliterate contexts than when scriptures, legal
codes, and other documents with high secular and /or spiritual significance
figure as regular features of the high cultures that organize civilizations and
societies (Goody t 968). It is unlikely that of themselves language differences
~'ill promote collective conflicts in preliterate and stateless societies (Leach
1954; \Vinter 1956; Goody 1956:1-5, 19-26). It is also more unlikely that such
differences will generate collective conflicts in states with low rates of literacy
(Goody 1970) than in those, such as Hapsburg Austria, modern India, or
Ceylon, where differential literacy and language skills separately or together
are widely believed to be critical for individual competition and collective
status in the public domain.
II.

Religion is another variable often regarded as primordial, though indeed no
religion is innate. We all learn the taboos and tenets of our parental cults
gradually, during and after childhood. As indicated above, conversion and
proselytization are generally pursued only by the universal religions the scriptures of \\'hich record the teachings and lor acts of their founders, be they
Messiahs, prophets, princes. heroes, sages, poets, or others. With these exceptions, men have usually been content to follow the religion of their forefathers
of the same tribe or ethnic group, holding as an obvious premise that the gods
of each people are only valid for them but may have neither meaning nor effect
for any other (Weber 1963). Under such conditions, religiolls di fferences are
indissolubly linked \\'ith societal or ethnic differences" including kinship"
language, economic and political institutions, and other modes of popular
culture. They do not represent an autonomous or independent factor in coHec-
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tive relations. Even the syncretistic polytheisms of Mesopotamia, the classical
Mediterranean, India, or the West African Guinea Coast do not radically alter
this state, si..nce they so readily permit equations, substitutions, inversion~" and
other transBorApitions to accommodate divine reiations to mundane realities.
Thus, only \\'hen such tribal or polytheistic cults are first confronted by expansive universal religions committed to proselytize and save the souls of mankind
at large does the necessity for an absolute, categorical choice between creeds
arise.
If, as with Islam, the rev.ealed religion seeks converts by the sword as
well as by the tongue, then collective violence is legitimated by the doctrine of
jihad, or Holy War. However, as these beliefs and processes have their roots in
prophetic revelations, they are clearly in no sense "primordial" and merely illustrate the variable character of religious dogmas and the confrontations to
which they sometimes lead. Not long ago this experience was shared by various
peoples subject to pressures from Communist and other secular ideologies.
Jihads and ideologically motivated revolutions may be classified
together but should be distinguished from religious wars as such, since that
term is best reserved for conflicts in which both parties engage intentionally on
behalf of their religious beliefs. The Crusades and religious wars of Europe in
the 16th and 17th centuries are perhaps the most familiar Christian examples
of such struggles; and so are the Islamic assaults on Christendom in the early
phases of its expansion. There are also numerous cases of violent conflict
\\'ithin Islam and Christianity between the orthodox and heretics. Here again it
seems difficult to understand how such religious divisions might be regarded as
primordial, given that they originate in specific differences of doctrine, ritual,
or organization and terminate in withdrawals, compromises, or by some other
route.
Ulster and Cyprus, Malaysia and Lebanon, Canada and Trinidad notwithstanding, the religious factor rarely operates as a decisive independent
variable in collective mobilization and conflict outside of the follo\\'ing two
circumstances: (I) it has often served to mobilize adherents of opposing
universal faiths, such as Christianity and Islam, against one another for purposes of attack as well as defense; and (2) it has been equally po\verfuJ as a
basis for mobilization and confrontation of adherents of the same faith \\'ho
differ on particulars that they regard as especially important, whether these be
matters of doctrine, ritual practice, or details of organization. In such cases
the religious factor often plays a critical role in organizing and contraposing
collectivities. Nowadays, ~1arxism may also discharge these functions.
Even so, as the discussion illustrates, the role of religion in the
organization and development of polyethnic or multiracial societies is bound
up \\'jth other factors such as race, ethnicity, language, demography, regional
location, culture, and particularly with the institutional relations that regulate
c.ollective interaction in the common public domain. \Vhere several congregations of comparable size coexist, if their institutions tolerate religious differences without particularly favoring anyone over the other; or if the
?emographic situation is such that one faith is overwhelmingly preponderant
In the population and the polity; or if, as in United States or Tanzania" there is
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no compelling practical reason why the state should adopt an exclusive
religious identity, then on purely religious grounds we would not expect collective protest or confrontation. Thus, to understand contemporary Ulster.
Cyprus, Canada, Malaysia, Lebanon, or Sri Lanka, we must look beyond the
specifically religious sphere to other dimensions of collective difference between the contraposed populations; and here the most obvious and salient con·
ditions are always the prevailing structures of intersectional or intersegmental
relations and any changes in them expected or proposed by different groups.
To a considerable degree, the same considerations elucidate conllicts and con·
frontations among heretics and orthodox within universal religions. and be·
tween these universal religions themselves. We are therefore driven again to
recognize the decisive and central role of corporate structures of collective
relations as conditions of peaceful or turbulent coexistence within and between
societies.
12.
Another factor that sometimes looms large in the structure of collective iden·
tities and relationships is regionalism. By this I mean the attachments of particular collectivities to particular sections of territory, normally because they
identify these as their homelands and neither wish to remove nor to seek any
appropriate alternatives. There is commonly such deep attachment of people
to their homelands that they seek to secure the ownership of these territories
without qualification for their descendants. However, such attachmentslocal, regional. or other-relate more directly to the collectivity as such, to its
ancestors and to its present and future membership, than to the region that is
its home. This becomes evident when regions are defined by outsiders in terms
unfamiliar to local people. For example, while it was common for Britons in
colonial Nigeria to think and speak of the Eastern or Northern Regions as
units with which their resident populations identified, this was far from the
truth in both areas. Gwari, Kadara, Birom, Mambila, and others in Nonhern
Nigeria were strongly attached to the lands their ancestors had left them but
not to such an artificial colonial construct as the "Northern Region of
Nigeria." Likewise, Ekoi, Ibibio, Efik, and others in the Southern Region
lacked loyalty to the region as such while identifying strongly with their own
tribal homelands. By contrast, while Quebecois identify Quebec as their inalienable homeland, many people of Quebecois descent have long lived in the
United States in distinct communities that practice Quebecois culture, speak
Quebecois, and identify Quebec as their homeland, though some may never
have gone there (Barkan 1980).
In the 20th century, many Jews previously unacquainted with Palestine
have repeopled their ancestral homeland and established Israel under Zionist
inlluence. Should we therefore regard that territory as the efficient cause of its
own reoccupation, or as an appropriate symbol. focus, and context of Je\\ish
nationalism? Rather, as developments in Canada. Ulster. Cyprus, Malaysia.
Nigeria, the Hapsburg empire and its successor-states. in contemporary Spain.
Britain and France. Bangladesh or Belgium illustrate. regional attachments,
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being collective, vary in their boundaries. salience. SCOile. and expression with
the contexts and structures of collective relations in which the regional population and its major components arc engaged. This being so, we should always
first examine the contexts and structures of these corporate relations to
understand the bases and conditionalities of the territorial attachments of the
collectivities they regulate.
13.
As against such conditions as race, ethnicity, language, religion, or regionalism, all of which have at some time been treated as in some sense primordial
"givens" -with the possible exception of caste-neither class nor other forms
of social stratification. nor internal colonialism, are usually regarded as
"primordial." We may therefore look first to caste as an alternative to
pluralism or a variety of it.
In the rigidly hierarchic pluralities of Haiti and Guatemala three or four
decades ago, scholars were sufficiently impressed by the absence of individual
social mobility that they assimilated their hierarchic plural sections to caste
(Lobb 1940; Leyburn 1941: Tumin 1952). In the United States, various
scholars also designated relations of black and white in these terms (Dollard
1937; Warner, Junker, and Adams 1941; Berreman 1960). Now, insofar as it
refers to stratified hierarchies that exclude individual mobility, for all born into such systems caste best approximates primordial reality. Yet it is equally
clear that such prescriptive lifelong identifications presuppose corporate pro·
hibitions on intercaste mobility and accordingly rellect the overarching hierarchy of collective relations which constitute castes as ranked, endogamous
strata of a common society with fixed membership and relations. In other
words, with caste, as with language. race. ethnicity, regionalism, and religion,
we are obliged to recognize the decisive role of corporate structures in constituting collectivities, in demarcating their boundaries, and in defining their
distinctive criteria, relations, and social properties. In short, insofar as caste
adequately describes ranked sections in plural societies such as Haiti,
Guatemala. or the Deep South four decades ago, it owed its existence and
validity to the then-prevailing structure of intersectional relations and cannot
be used to explain them. However. as Hutton (1946), Berreman (1960, 1967),
and others (Cox 1948; Dumont 1967; Beteille 1971, 1976) have pointed out,
caste in India differs from pluralism in its religious base and scope, among
other features.
In discussing class. we must distinguish two usages. the Marxist and the
bourgeois, which is more varied. Marxists understand class to mean a population category, all members of which have the same relations to the prevailing
means or mode of production. Ideally. in modern societtes. the major classes
are those of capitalists or bourgeois, proletarians. peasants. and perhaps petits
bourgeois. who arc own-account professionals and minor market factors. In
his analysis of France on the eve of Louis Napoleon's takeover and during
the civil war. ~larx (1963. 1964) discriminated several other classes. Under the
intluence of \larxist and other materialist theori<:s which assert the dclermina-
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tion of culture and social structure by prevailing modes of production, some
writers attack concepts of plural society as poor substitutes for "class
analysis," arguing that "ciass and pluralism must be analysed simultaneously
and, in fact, it is the former that explains the latter" (Leons 1978:485), a position that materialists can scarcely avoid adopting (Legassick 1977; Frank 1969;
Magubane 1969; Cox 1971; Lane 1975; W. Smith 1975; Hall 1977, 1980; Bartra 1977).
There are, however, at least two sets of problems that confront such
reductionist efforts. First, pluralism is often manifested in segmental structures under which culturally distinct populations hold or claim coordinate
status in a common public domain. Nigeria, Belgium, Switzerland, Trinidad,
Cyprus, and Canada presently illustrate the type. It is difficult to see how any
of the segments in such societies can be identified by social class, since each
commonly contains members of several such categories. Second, where hierarchic and segmental structures of pluralism are combined, as in South Africa,
the United States, Brazil, Malaysia, or Guyana, it is even more difficult to
identify either of these divisions as classes in the Marxist sense. Surely in these
countries, such segments as Turks and Cypriots, Chinese and Malaysians, Indians and Afro-Guyanese or Creole Trinidadians, are neither identical with
nor reducible to Marxist class categories. Even in the Bolivian Yungas which
Leons (1970:260ff.; 1978) studied intensively, Negroes and Indians, though
sharing the same class situation, kept apart as coordinate segments of differing
culture, organization, and interest (see also Pitt-Rivers 1967). Parallel
dissociations bet\veen black and white proletarians in South Africa have been
noted and discussed by L. Kuper (1972, 1974), Rex (1971), Wolpe (1970,
1972), and others (van den Berghe 1966; Simons and Simons 1969; Bonacich
1972; Burawoy 1974).
For f\1arxists, the irresolvable problem is \vhy, despite their objectively
identical class situations, such segments or sections remain apart, and why
those proletarians of the politically dominant stock so consistently pursue the
exclusion and exploitation of their colleagues from subordinate stocks. To
proclaim the "false consciousness" of these \¥orkers scarcely helps, since their
error is so different in kind and magnitude from those of \\'orkers in ethnically
homogeneous populations who are also said to suffer that disability (Hall
1980:308-317). HO\'~'ever regressive Marxists and other "rationalists" might
regard ethnicity, race, or nationality in light of the economic determinism to
which they are committed, it remains true that a Malaysian or Chinese worker
is a Malaysian or Chinese for 24 hours per day and a worker for 8 to 10. The
same is true of Yoruba and lbo workers in Nigeria, of East Indians and
Creoles in Trinidad, of Irish and Scots in Ulster, of Turks and Greeks in
Cyprus, and so on. Vie must therefore recognize that class analyses based on
modes of production mayor may not adequately illuminate the prevailing patterns of intersectional relations in hierarchic pluralities at particular points in
their development-for example, in Jamaica under and after slavery (~1. G.
Smith 1965a). There is, moreover, every reason \\Ihy the same society should be
analyzed using both the frame\\'orks of pluralism and of f\larxist class
analysis. These are complementary rather than mutually exclusive: pluralism
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stresses political relations and cultural factors while Marxism stresses
economic ones. \Vhat seems questionable is the presumption that either can be
reduced to the other in advance of such analysis. As their relations and irnplications are likely to vary situationaiiy, sureiy such quesiions are best left to
detailed study of individual cases; but assuredly horizontal class categories can
scarcely accommodate or account for those plural structures that consist of
coordinate segmental relations bet\veen ethnic collectivities of complex class
composition.
Other authors seek to replace or represent the ranked sections of hierarchic pluralities as "social classes," defined objectively by such criteria as style,
occupation, race I color, or values, while strenuously contrasting subjective
and objective class placements and criteria (Rex 1977; A. Kuper 1977:129;
1974). As with Marxist models, these bourgeois perspectives can scarcely pretend to account for pluralism in all its modes, despite strenuous efforts by
some writers to do so (t\10rris 1957, 1967; Benedict 1962, 1970; R. T. Smith
1967, 1970, 1971; Cross 1968, 1971, 1977; Cox 1971; Leons and Leons 1977;
Leons 1978). More cautious authors of this persuasion have restrained themselves to contest plural analyses of particular societies with which they are
familiar (Braithwaite 1960; Crowley 1960). Ho\\'e\'er, t\\'O central problems of
these "'social class H equations or reductions are their inconsistent criteria and
applications of the concept of social class as the basis for structural analysis. A
second shortcoming is the patent inappropriateness of this concept when applied to such segmental pluralities as Suriname, Cyprus, Ulster, ~1alaysia, Fiji,
Switzerland, or Lebanon~ or to more complex pluralities that combine hierarchic and segmental structures. Thus, \vhile much more could and \\'ill be said in
detail about "social class" models of plural societies, given their gross shortcomings as alternatives to or substitutes for plural theory and Hexplanations"
of pluralism, \\'e need tarry here no longer on their account.
14.

Another option that tempts some scholars is to reduce pluralism to social
stratification or to equate the t\'1O. Ho\\,ever, as \\·ith ~tarxist or other modes
of class analysis, the equation of pluralism \\'ith stratification or its reduction
thereto confronts the fact that segmental and complex pluralities such as
Nigeria or Malaysia, India or Trinidad, clearly do not fit this model. In these
and other stratified societies composed of plural segments, each of the segmental communities \vill contain t\VO or more strata and cannot therefore be identified \\'ith anyone stratum. Perhaps, then, \ve should begin by restricting all
forms of class and stratification analysis to pluralities of hierarchic type such
as the Creole Caribbean societies, Latin AInerica~ or feudal Europe.
Current concepts of social stratification emerged in American sociology
under the influence of Talcott Parsons (1940) as the summar" ternl for a convenient fusion of ~lax \\/eber's scales of status~ class~ and p;rty in European
societies, defined respectively by relationships to the market. prestige ranking,
and distribution of po\\'er (\Veber 19~6: Davis and ~ 100re 1945; Bt:ndix and
Lipset 1953). In an important paper, Stavcnhagen (1966), who prefers, \\'here
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appropriate. to apply a Marxist class analysis to the relations of Indians to
superior Mestizo! Ladino and white Hispanics in Latin America. had to
distinguish the scales of class. status. and power which in Wcber's terms constituted the social stratification of advanced societics to elucidate this complex
situation. Recognizing the primacy of the political or "colonial" basis of these
societies. he distinguished the historic and contemporary patterns of MestizoIndian relations from those of class in Marxist or stratification as follows:

L
I
I
I

Colonial relationships and class relationships underlay ethnic relationships bill in different ways. In terms of colonial relationships, Indian
society as a whole confronted the colonial society. Contact was defined
by ethnic discrimination. political dependence, social inferiority,
residential segregation, economic subjection, and juridical incapacity.
But class relationships were defined in terms of labor and property relations. These relations were not defined in ethnic, social. or residential
terms. Only juridical coercion (supported by military power) as well as
other economic and extra-economic pressures intervened in the
establishment of labor relations. labor relations were not between two
societies, but only between two specific sectors within one society.
[Stavenhagen 1966:55]
More precisely,
Colonial relationships usually dominated class relationships, and social
stratification (which has sometimes, because of its rigidity, been called
a caste system I reflected more the colonial character than the class
character of the Indian's subjugation .... Political independence from
Spain in the early 19th century did not basically change relations between the Indians and national society. (1966:56]
As regards contemporary society, Stavenhagen (1966:58) concluded that
"'colonial' relationships still determine the social structure at different
levels." These conclusions converge closely with assessments of other students
of latin American societies (Colby and van den Berghe 1961; Bourricaud
1975; van den Berghe 1975; Maier 1975).
Stavenhagen's qualitative analysis of the relations of stratification and
"colonialism" or political domination in Central America also confirms the
quantitative analysis of Haug (l96i), who showed clearly that pluralism can
neither be reduced to nor equated with social stratification. On the one hand.
there are those plural societies the segments of which share coordinate status,
so that stratification per se is clearly irrelevant to their relations; on the other
hand, in hierarchic pluralities. the critical conditions that demarcate and align
social sections are political and cultural, not economic. In such contexts, social
sections are ranked according to historic and prcvailing distrihutions of
political power. \I follows. therefore. that pluralism. \\ hethcr hierarchic or
segmentary. can neither bc equated with nor reduced to social stratification.
since its constitutivc bases and relations are explicitly political and cultural.
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prior to .and independent of the specifically economic (class) or prestige
(status) dImenSIons of socIal lIfe. In my opinion. Haug (1967) demonstrated
thIS clearly by a global ~urvey of statistical measures of several variables. Unfortunately, that demonstration seems to have escaped several writers (Plotmcov and Tuden 1970; Tuden and Plotnicov 1970; R. T. Smith 1970; Cross
1971; Cox 1971; A. Kuper 1974).
15.
It remains to discuss briefly the concept of "internal colonialism" as an alternative framework to pluralism. By this point, some limitations of that concept
as an alternative should be ohvious. Many plural societies created by European
expansion overseas were colonies of exploitation rather than settlement, and
thus did not exhibit "internal colonialism." Many plural societies flourished
in Africa and elsewhere before European expansion (leach 1954; F. Barth
1959; M. G. Smith 1969c; Hutton 1946), and few of these, in their structure or
attributes, illustrate the model of internal colonialism (Hechter 1975). There
are also at least two distinct criteria of "internal colonialism" in the literature.
One assumes capitalist development and stresses relations between the
capitalist core and the exploited periphery and is therefore applicable only to
conditions under which capitalism prevailed. The other stresses a "cultural
division of labor" which consists of a set of ethnic specializations in production and other basic occupations not unlike Hindu caste but presupposes
rather complex and differentiated economies in which people depend on one
another for services and commodities.
Pluralism prevailed among the Ndebele, Hausa-Fulani, Mossi, Gonja,
Tuareg, and other African societies without the levels of economic development and specialization this theory assumes, without core and periphery, and
without such cultural divisions of labor. Such exceptions, which are
numerous, should not be taken to mean that concepts of internal colonialism
may not apply to pluralism. There are, indeed, many plural societies to which
models of internal colonialism properly apply; and there are others that have
been released by history from such conditions. However, at most the criteria,
conceptions, and theses of that perspective apply only to a limited section of
the range to which the notions of pluralism and plural society extend. It is
therefore inappropriate to equate pluralism with iruernal colonialism. or to
r~duce or subsume it under that label. There is also, as usual, the familiar difficulty of segmental and complex pluralities: namely, how either to deny their
objective reality or to represent their coordinate segments as hierarchies of
core and periphery, coionizer and colonized.

16.
I have now reviewed brieny most of the conceptual substitutes or alternatives
to pluralism that have emerged in the United States during the past 15 to 30
years. These attempt, respectively. either 10 equate pluralism with or to reduce
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it to race relations, ethnic relations, or ethnicity; to class and stratif~cation; to
primordialities of various types including language, regionalism, caste, and so
on; or somehow to subsume it in such terms. Having defined and classified
varieties of plural society, we considered the capacity of each of these alternatives, in turn, to subsume or explain plural structures or to provide adequate
frameworks for their analysis and understanding. In every instance we found
that either as alternatives or as substitutes, such conditions as class, race,
language, or any others proposed as independent variables, are in themselves
substantively never more significant than their structural contexts allo\l' and
enjoin. The same point applies to differences of culture, as illustrated by the
prevalence of cultural pluralism without corresponding social pluralism in
white American society and elsewhere. It is evident, therefore, that the decisive
conditions of pluralism are political and relate directly to the conditions of collective incorporation in the public domain; and also that these conditions consist of those de facto and de jure patterns that regulate relationships of collectivities with one another and so determine their differential or equivalent access to the central organs that coordinate and administer the common society
and allocate opportunities, constraints, and disabilities among its segments or
sections.
In short, the political structure is equally decisive for pluralism and for
its linked or alternative social formations. At the present level, this political
structure consists of relations of collective dominance, complementarity,
subordination, or incorporation as equals in a common society. Such relations, once instituted, signally and continuously affect the cultures and social
accommodations of all groups or categories to which they supply, so that such
units come to differ both from their ancestral stocks and from the expectations
of Marxist theorists based on the relations of their members to the mode of
production. There is, of course, no necessary opposition or antagonism between Marxist and pluralist analyses of the same or different social situations
and complexes; but in all cases, it is essential for plural analysis first to concentrate on the prevailing structures of collective relations and then, within that
framework and by their aid, to determine the significance of such conditions
and variables as language, race, ethnicity, class (in the Marxist or bourgeois
senses), regionalism, history, religion, and so on, separately or together. By
far the most complex and puzzling questions that no\\' confront plural theory
have to do with the ways in which differing combinations of these and other
variables, such as demographic ratios or geographical distributions, combine
to promote or obstruct social and economic developments of differing kinds
(M. G. Smith 1981). Surely, this is \\ :1at \\'e should no\v be studying, rather
than continuing to debate the questions and issues discussed here.
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